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Magic Card Tricks - Peter Eldin 1994-12-01
Mark Wilson's Complete Course in Magic - Mark Anthony Wilson
2003-05-19
The ultimate book of magic for kids from a world-famous magician,
complete with photographs for easy to follow instructions. From one of
the world's premier practitioners of classic magic, with years of
experience instructing younger readers in the magical arts, comes this
new revision of his complete guide to learning and performing fantastic
feats of prestidigitation. Acclaimed by the Los Angeles Times as "the text
that young magicians swear by," it's full of step-by-step instructions.
More than 2,000 illustrations provide the know-how behind 300
techniques, from basic card tricks to advanced levitation, along with
advice on planning and staging a professional-quality magic show.
The Amazing Book of Magic & Card Tricks - Jon Tremaine 1998
Demonstrates how to perform a wealth of tricks using everyday props as
well as a variety of card tricks, illustrating each in color photographs
that reveal hidden details of sleight of hand.
Gimmicks and Card Tricks - Paul Zenon 2007-12-15
Provides instructions for how to perform eight magic tricks involving
playing cards, memory, and sleight-of-hand.
Foolproof Card Tricks for the Amateur Magician - Karl Fulves 2009-01-01
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Master the art of illusion with this collection of 183 easy-to-learn card
tricks, accompanied by 197 illustrations. Drawn from two popular books
by the bestselling magician, it's perfect for amateurs — and professionals
who want to increase their repertoire. Mystify friends with everything
from shuffle setups to card telepathy, using coins, telephones, and other
props.
Charles Jordan's Best Card Tricks - Karl Fulves 1992-01-01
Covers impromptu tricks, banded decks, stacked-deck tricks, gambling
secrets, sleight-of-hand tricks, prepared-card tricks, shuffle systems,
four-ace tricks, one-way decks, and sample card routines
Card Magic - Mike Lane 2012-01-15
This inventive volume introduces young readers to a variety of fantastic
illusions using a deck of cards. Readers are guided through each trick
with vibrant illustrations and step-by-step instructions.
Mental Card Tricks - Magic Tricks Using the Mind to Impress and
Amaze - Anon 2010-12
This unusual book, containing an impressive variety of crazy card tricks,
is sure to delight young and old alike. Its 44 pages contain a wealth of
anecdote on a variety of tricks and stunts that are guaranteed to liven up
your dinner party. Extensively illustrated with black and white
explanatory drawings and diagrams. This book contains classic material
dating back to the 1900s and before. The content has been carefully
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selected for its interest and relevance to a modern audience.
Self-Working Card Tricks - Karl Fulves 2012-04-30
Noted magician and magic authority offers 72 tricks that work
automatically through nature of card deck. No sleight of hand needed.
Often spectacular. 42 illustrations.
The Everything Card Tricks Book - Dennis Rourke 2005-09-01
Master the exciting art of card magic with The Everything Card Tricks
Book. Featuring intriguing party tricks guaranteed to awe and entertain,
this easy-to-follow guide has all you need to impress even the toughest
skeptics. Instruction progresses from basic to advanced as you learn to
handle everything from simple tricks to the most slippery deceptions.
Structured for all levels, this is the only reference that all ages can enjoy
– with or without an audience! Includes helpful hints on: Engaging your
audience Shuffling and cutting Caring for your cards Clever card
placement Presenting with flourish With fully illustrated step-by-step
instructions, The Everything Card Tricks Book is your one-stop resource
to learn the electrifying art of card magic – the fast and fun way!
The Ultimate Book of Card & Magic Tricks - Bob Longe 2006
These amazing card and magic tricks will astonish every crowd without
fail! No one s better than master magician Bob Longe at teaching
unbelievable illusions and transforming anyone into the star of a party or
performance. The vast majority of his tricks feel completely impromptu,
and they all require very little preparation but what a dazzling variety
there are! Baffle an audience using cards, coins, dice, and other ordinary
objects. Try a little mental magic, including astonishing feats with
numbers and real prestidigitation that is ways to fool the eye with slight
of hand. Best of all, every one is achievable with just a little bit of
practice.
101 Clever Card Tricks - Cara Frost-Sharratt 2016-11-01
This simple step-by-step guide makes magic easy no matter what your
age. Use 'Brain power' tricks that use mathematics and exercise your
memory skills to perform mind-reading stunts. Inventive tricks using
mobile phones will delight more experienced magicians looking for
something new.
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Scarne on Card Tricks - John Scarne 2013-06-17
Marvelous treasury of card magic presents exact details of 155
professional card tricks that anyone can learn. Card wizard John Scarne
reworked these tricks to eliminate the need for sleight-of-hand. Simple
instructions and clear diagrams illustrate Houdini's "Card on the
Ceiling," Blackstone's "Card Trick Without Cards," Milton Berle's
"Quickie Card Deal," more.
Kid's Magic Card Tricks - Terry Eagle 2003-03-01
Instructions for over 30 card tricks with tips for a professional
performance.
Encyclopedia of Card Tricks - Jean Hugard 2012-04-30
This giant-sized collection explains how to perform over 600 professional
card tricks, devised by the world's greatest magicians. The finest single
compendium available, the book features a clear style that makes the
instructions easy to follow.
Magic Card Tricks - Varda Toussaint 2020-09-15
What is a self-working card trick? A trick that does not depend upon
legerdemain or special abilities on the part of the magician, but a trick
that works automatically because of the mathematics inherent in the
card deck itself. Long practice and supernormal dexterity are not needed
to perform these tricks, yet they are often among the most entertaining
and most spectacular of all card tricks. Some of these sure-fire tricks are
simple, a good place to begin. Others were specially adapted from
professional routines and are here presented for the first time for
amateurs. Almost all of these tricks can be worked informally, with a
borrowed deck of cards. Some also adapt to stage presentation.
Individual tricks in this book have sold for more than the price of the
entire book. Amateurs can use them to get a start in magic and to feel, at
once, the rewards of giving a professional performance.
Card Tricks - Joe Fullman 2009-09-01
Includes step-by-step, illustrated instructions for thirteen card tricks,
plus performance tips and stories of famous magicians.
The Amazing Book of Magic & Card Tricks - Jon Tremaine 2000
Using simple objects that can be found in the home, this book offers
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detailed explanations of some 34 mystifying tricks.
Easy Card Tricks - Bob Longe 1995
Gift Local 04-11-2000 $5.99.
Magic Tricks and Card Tricks - Wilfrid Jonson 2011-11-24
Two books, bound together in a single volume, ground novices in
fundamentals and lead them to mastery of 80 different tricks involving
cards, coins, matches, and other articles. 89 illustrations.
The Royal Road to Card Magic - Jean Hugard 1999-05-27
Would you like to confound your friends, amaze your acquaintances,
amuse and dazzle crowds at parties and gatherings? Mastering a few
card tricks will allow you to do all that and more. With the help of this
book, anyone can develop a versatile repertoire of first-rate card tricks.
In fact, mastery of just the first chapter will enable you to perform a halfdozen astounding and entertaining sleights of hand. The authors, both
noted authorities on magic, present complete, easy-to-understand
explanations of shuffles, flourishes, the glide, the glimpse, false shuffles
and cuts, the pass, the classic force, and many other techniques. These
will enable card handlers to perform over 100 mind-boggling feats of
card magic, including Thought Stealer, Gray's Spelling Trick, Do as I Do,
Now You See It, Obliging Aces, Rapid Transit, Kangaroo Card, A Tipsy
Trick, and dozens of others. Illustrated with more than 120 clear line
cuts that make the explanations easy to follow, this exciting introduction
to card conjuring will enable even beginners to develop professional-level
skill and the ability to perform tricks guaranteed to astound family and
friends. Unabridged Dover (1999) republication of the work published by
World Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 1951 (first edition, Harper
& Brothers, 1948).
Card Tricks for Beginners - Wilfrid Jonson 2004-02-02
Here's an excellent guidebook for people who want to learn how to
perform card tricks without having to spend wearisome hours practicing.
Thirteen diagrams and easy-to-follow directions provide the novice with
fundamentals for successfully mastering more than 50 impressive
techniques -- among them The False Shuffle, The Corner Crimp,
Sensitive Finger Tips, Palming, The Glide, The Slip Force, and Reading
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the Pack. No special dexterity is needed to successfully complete any of
these methods.
Basic Card Magic - Sam Fury 2021-01-31
Teach Yourself 25 Beginner Card Tricks! Amaze your friends and family
with these easy to learn card tricks. Basic Card Magic contains 6 card
magic routines with several tricks in each. You can use the routines as
they are, tweak them, combine them, mix them up, or use any trick on its
own. You can do all 25 card tricks using a standard deck of cards and
with no prior setup. Stun your friends with your new skills, because
learning card magic doesn’t come any easier than this. Get it now. Learn
a Variety of Tricks and Skills *Basic card handling *False shuffles
*Double lifts *Predictions *Transportations *Color changes *Vanishes
…and more. Fun for All Ages These beginner’s card tricks come with
easy to follow instructions and pictures. Easy enough for kids to learn
but good enough to fool adults. Limited Time Only... Get your copy of
Basic Card Magic today and you will also receive: *Free SF Nonfiction
Books new releases *Exclusive discount offers *Downloadable sample
chapters *Bonus content … and more! Discover your inner magician,
because this is one of the best basic card magic books on the market. Get
it now.
101 Cool Magic Tricks - Glen Singleton 2013-06-01
Want to learn 101 of the coolest magic tricks? You ll be able to dazzle
your friends with diabolically clever card tricks and confuse them with
cunning coin conundrums. Want to make objects appear and disappear?
Then check out the classic conjuring and riveting ring and rope tricks
they ll have your friends in knots! Have you always wanted to read
minds? Let us show you how with masterly mental magic. Open 101 Cool
Magic Tricks and learn the secrets of magic! This 208-page paperback
book contains step-by-step instructions for 101 magic tricks, and
coloured illustrations throughout.
Magic Tricks Revealed: A How to Learn Magic Book With Easy
Magic Tricks, Easy Card Tricks, Coin Tricks, Street Magic and
Other Cool Magic Tricks – Be a Magic Geek With This Crash
Course In Magic School - David Beck, Malibu Publishing 2013-05-06
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Magic Tricks Revealed: A How to Learn Magic Book With Easy Magic
Tricks, Easy Card Tricks, Coin Tricks, Street Magic and Other Cool
Magic Tricks – Be a Magic Geek With This Crash Course In Magic School
Magic tricks aim to astonish and bewilder people. They are illusions that
aim to entertain a large number of people or just a single person. They
can be done in close proximity or with the aid of a large stage at a
certain distance from its audience. However the trick is done, successful
magic is one that can keep audiences wonder in awe at what has just
happened. There are various magic trick tips that will help you learn
magic faster. With a number of magic tricks to learn, you must also have
to know some of the important principles behind most magic tricks. This
book will show you many different and fun easy magic tricks to learn and
amaze your friends and family with.
The Expert at the Card Table - S. W. Erdnase 2012-05-07
DIVThe one essential guidebook to attaining the highest level of card
mastery, from false shuffling and card palming to dealing from the
bottom and three-card monte, plus 14 dazzling card tricks. /div
Magic Tricks with Cards - Elsie Olson 2019-03-01
Is this your card? Aspiring magicians will love this book full of card
tricks. Simple text, step-by-step instructions, and supporting photos show
readers how to perform tricks. Plus, readers will learn basic information
about magic and famous magicians.
My Best Self-Working Card Tricks - Karl Fulves 2012-04-30
Mystifying, entertaining illusions include "Prediction Wallet," in which
the card a spectator has chosen is found in the magician's wallet;
"Suspense," in which a card remains dangling in midair, others. 116
black-and-white illustrations.
Ellis Stanyon's Best Card Tricks - Ellis Stanyon 1999
Hundreds of tricks for amateurs and professionals alike -- from relatively
complex maneuvers involving mathematical calculation to simple tricks
for beginners such as "The Traveling Ace."
New Era Card Tricks - August Roterberg 2017-11-01
This classic, well-illustrated guide is loaded with sleights and tricks, from
card palms and false shuffles to illusions employing coins, handkerchiefs,
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and bottles. Geared toward professionals but also appropriate for
dedicated amateurs.
Magic - 2010-04
Photographs by Santiago Melazzini.
More Self-working Card Tricks - Karl Fulves 1984
Presents eighty-eight tricks which can be worked with different
groupings of playing cards from the traditional deck.
Magic Tricks - Jessica Hilpert 2022-10-20
Easy card tricks - is an amazing yet simple system of magic tricks with
cards that is used by many leading professional magicians. You'll learn
how to do easy card tricks, card shuffling tricks, prediction card tricks,
mathematical card tricks, amazing mind reading tricks and many other
cool card tricks revealed. For years this unique system of magic has been
used by magicians to create and perform a whole host of minor miracles.
Simply amazing magic card tricks with regular deck of cards. In this
book, you'll discover: The foundations of magic: learn every great
magician's secrets and master any kind of magic with easy to understand
step-by-step instructions and illustrations. You'll never run out of tricks
to perform! How to become a one-person magic act: become a master
magician who can craft his props too! Blow all your friends and family
away with countless amazing magic tricks that are hard to figure out but
easy for you to learn. The ultimate rising cards trick, is an amazing card
trick or routine that will simply blow the minds of your audience.
Imagine the scene. - you borrow a coffee mug and if you wish you can
borrow a deck of cards (better to use your own). Can have the cards
freely shuffled and then you have three spectators freely choose a card
each and after showing the cards around and remembering the names,
they return them to the centre of the deck. You can immediately shuffle
the cards.
Easy-to-do Card Tricks for Children - Karl Fulves 1989-12-01
Instructions and diagrams take aspiring magicians through thirty card
tricks, arranged in increasing order of difficulty.
Magic Card Tricks - Nicholas Einhorn 2013-02-16
Provides magicians of all abilities with step-by-step instructions for
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executing card tricks and flourishes, including making cards appear and
disappear, change suit, and defy the laws of gravity.
Mathematical Card Magic - Colm Mulcahy 2013-09-04
Mathematical card effects offer both beginning and experienced
magicians an opportunity to entertain with a minimum of props.
Featuring mostly original creations, Mathematical Card Magic: Fifty-Two
New Effects presents an entertaining look at new mathematically based
card tricks. Each chapter contains four card effects, generally starting
with simple applications of a particular mathematical principle and
ending with more complex ones. Practice a handful of the introductory
effects and, in no time, you’ll establish your reputation as a
"mathemagician." Delve a little deeper into each chapter and the
mathematics gets more interesting. The author explains the mathematics
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as needed in an easy-to-follow way. He also provides additional details,
background, and suggestions for further explorations. Suitable for
recreational math buffs and amateur card lovers or as a text in a firstyear seminar, this color book offers a diverse collection of new
mathemagic principles and effects.
Magic with Cards - Frank Garcia 1993
Magic Card Tricks - Jack Mingo 1995
Comes with everything the magician needs--including the deck.
Joshua Jay's Amazing Book of Cards - Joshua Jay 2010-01-01
Demonstrates how to perform different types of card tricks with step-bystep instructions and photographs.
Standup Card Magic - Roberto Giobbi 2016-05-25
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